Our African adventure began in 2011 when a small group of powerful women met and fell in love with the kindness of the people and the iconic African wildlife of Zambia. Through this adventure, Dazzle Africa, a 501c3 organization, was born.

Dazzle Africa’s mission is to partner with local organizations in Zambia to provide programs for conservation, education and community development. We aim to ensure that future generations of all children are self-sufficient and iconic African wildlife thrive.

Dazzle does so by offering philanthropic safaris in which travelers can experience first-hand the effects of their contributions to these projects.

How We Dazzle

Philanthropic African Safaris

Education

Community Development

Conservation
Partners in Zambia

Bushcamp Company

One of National Geographic’s Most Unique Lodge’s in the World

Every November the Mfuwe Lodge re-establishes its fame when herds of wild elephants tromp through their reception in search of their beloved mango trees.

The Bushcamp Company hosts our safaris each year at Bushcamps and the Mfuwe Lodge. They are our partner in education and community development projects such as our Clean Water Project. They have helped establish dozens of boreholes to supply clean water to nearby villages, helped build schools, provided meals and school fees for hundreds of students, and offered trainings and employment opportunities to graduates.

Conservation South Luangwa

CSL employs 65 community based scouts to help the Department of National Parks and Wildlife protect the flora and fauna of the Luangwa Valley. They do this by providing salaries, technical support, patrol equipment, rations, training and transport. They conduct aerial surveillance and monitoring to detect illegal activities including carcasses, poacher’s camps, illegal fires and drying racks.

CSL also tackles wire snaring, which is wildlife’s silent killer and kills thousands of animals in the Luangwa Valley annually. CSL deploys anti-snaring patrols to remove snares from the bush to immobilize, remove the snare wire and medically treat these animals.

Our partnerships with CSL range from co-funding their Wildlife Veterinarian along with the Zambian Carnivore Program, providing educational scholarships for scout’s children heading to college, updated scout equipment, and operational funding for a shared Cessna 180 airplane used for anti-poaching patrols as well as big cat research by the Zambian Carnivore Program.
Partners in Zambia

Mulberry Mongoose
Mulberry Mongoose actively empowers through their employment of women to create jewelry that makes a tangible difference. Each piece of jewelry from their Snare Wire Collection helps to fund a foot patrol that collects snare wires before they can harm wildlife. The wire is then used to make the beads further turning brutality into beauty.

Dazzle Africa partners with Mulberry Mongoose by selling these pieces of snare jewelry.

Zambian Carnivore Program
The Zambian Carnivore Program is a non-profit Zambian registered trust dedicated to the conservation of large carnivore species (African wild dog, cheetah, lion, leopard, hyaena) their prey, and the ecosystems they reside in. We support the Zambian Carnivore Program in their efforts with operational funding for their Cessna 180 aircraft used for big cat research. We also sponsor scout's children to attend college.
Experience

Experience the magic for yourself. Dazzle Africa Safaris are meticulously planned with the desires of the traveler in mind. Days are filled with wildlife encounters, cultural excursions and the opportunity to meet our local partners. The profits earned from our safaris sustain and grow our Dazzle Africa projects.

30% of our travelers are repeat guests and have returned for another safari!

Those Who Have Already Been Dazzled:

“To say that my November 2015 trip to Zambia was THE TRIP OF MY LIFETIME is an understatement...I am proud to support Dazzle Africa and their numerous projects that are making a huge difference for the wildlife and people of Zambia.”

-Joe Stallings
Raleigh, North Carolina

Watch your donations come to life as we take you to one of the last great African Frontiers, South Luangwa National Park, Zambia!

Contact Stacy at stacy@dazzleafrica.org or 702-332-1501 for all details and pricing or click here to visit our safari page directly.
Dazzle Africa believes deeply in the transformative power of education because a great education can change everything. The truth is, education is not just about one person, the effects reach the entire community.

We provide holistic economic and academic supports to students in Zambia and focus on supporting students who have the academic abilities and mindset but do not have the economic means to leverage education as a catalyst.

We do this by securing sponsors who are committed to the long-term investment of the child. These sponsors provide annual funding that covers:

- Tuition
- Room and Board
- Transportation
- School Supplies
- Other services as needed
- Leadership opportunities when appropriate

“There can be no keener revelation of a society’s soul than the way in which it treats its children.” – Nelson Mandela

Hands Over Zambia

Hands Over Zambia is our entrepreneurial marketplace that sells handmade art goods created by students at Mfuwe Secondary School. Learn more about the importance of entrepreneurial education and Hands Over Zambia here.

Learn more about our education vision, sponsorships and how you can start making a difference here.

MEET OUR STUDENTS AND THEIR INSPIRING STORIES!
Conservation

Our projects are driven by what is needed from our partnering conservation organizations on the ground in Zambia. Our projects range from co-funding a wildlife veterinarian, providing funding for scout equipment, sponsoring scout’s children to attend college and providing funds for a Cessna 180 airplane used for anti-poaching and research. In addition, we educate the public in the United States on issues of wildlife trafficking.

Scout Employee Benefit Program

Thanks to our generous donors we offer college sponsorships for the children of scouts working for Conservation South Luangwa and Zambia Carnivore Program.

Learn more about our Scout Employee Benefit Program here and more about the importance of our CSL Scouts here.

Making a 180

The Cessna 180 airplane is critical to the South Luangwa Valley as it is the only aircraft used for anti-poaching operations and big cat research in the area. It positively impacts law enforcement effectiveness, scientific research, monitoring of wildlife, a decrease in poaching, navigation during the wet season, data collection, habitat surveying and more.

Join Dazzle Africa in helping wildlife make a 180 by donating to this project and keeping wildlife protected for future generations.

A Dazzling Doctor

We have been a proud co-sponsor of Dr. Sichande, a coveted wildlife veterinarian in Zambia, for 5 years now. His employment is a crucial part of saving African wildlife from injuries due to poaching incidents. He also educates villagers on the importance of spaying and neutering, treats domestic animals in the village of Mfuwe, assist with scientific research and monitors the condition of the ever important Working Dogs of Conservation South Luangwa. Your donation or sponsorship of this position keeps Dr. Sichande employed.
There are so many ways to help make a difference in Zambia. You can help near, with something small like joining our bi-monthly newsletter, or far by going on one of our safaris and seeing your donations come to life firsthand.

You also can effect through corporate partnerships (think sponsoring our business/arts program or anti-poaching airplane), corporate public speaking and if your company has a matching program we can work together to double your contributions. For all volunteering inquiries please contact Stacy at stacy@dazzleafrica.org.

Make a difference by donating a one-time contribution or help us grow exponentially by making a recurring monthly donation.

Extra miles weighing you down? Your extra airline miles help our organization save thousands of dollars per year on airline costs. We love miles!

Have time on your hands? Donate your unique skills to expand our programs and make a difference for children and wildlife.
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